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Description

Button:
- not implemented yet

Status Led:
- flashes when the programmer is flashing the device

Power Led:
- is on when the USB connector is connected

6-Pin Programmer Header:
- for serial (UART) programming (i.e. for Chips with a serial Bootloader)

10-Pin Programmer Header:
- for standard SPI programming

USB Port:
- for Micro USB connection

External Button:
- port to connect a second  button, same function as onboard button

Calibration Port:
- input for the calibration box.
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1. Programmer software installation
1.1 Installation of board driver

1.1.1 Plug programmer board to your computer
1.1.2 Open device manager. You have to see a (!) icon near Arduino 

Micro. 
1.1.3 Right click on it and select "Update driver…"

1.1.4 Select "No, no on this time" in the dialog window and press "Next".
1.1.5 Select "Don't search I will choose driver to intstall" and press "Next".

1.1.6 Then sélect "uzb_prog.inf" file in your filesystem and press "OK" 



1.1.7 For any warnings about signature of the driver press "OK", "Install 
anyway", "Yes"

 



1.2 Installation of Python runtime environment

1.2.1 Download the latest version of python 2.*.* (at this moment it's a 
2.7.9) distributive with MSI Installer from this page https://www.python.org/
downloads/windows/

1.2.2 Run downloaded installer and press "Next"

1.2.3 Follow the guides of installation wizzard.



1.2.4 In the dialog with title "Customize Python …" select "Will be installed 
on local hard drive" for action  "Add python.exe to Path"

1.2.5 Wait until setup process will be finished and press "Finish" button.

1.3  Installation of 3-rd party libraries for python environment

1.3.1 Installation of IntelHex library.
1.3.1.1 Unzip archive with IntelHex library (it's contains in software archive that 

attached to letter and was named "intelhex-1.5.zip") to any folder (for example it will 
be C:\libs) on your system.



1.3.1.2 Run "cmd" command interpretation. For that press "Start" button and 
select "Run…". Type in opened dialog box "cmd" and press Enter.



1.3.1.3 You have to see opened window like this:

1.3.1.4 Change current directory to directory where you unzipped archive with 
IntelHex library (for that type cd <path to your directory>, for example cd C:\libs
\intelhex-1.5\)

1.3.1.5 Then type python setup.py install
1.3.1.6 You have to see something like this:



1.3.2 Installation of PySerial library

1.3.2.1 Unzip archive with PySerial library.
1.3.2.2 Run cmd and change working directory to directory where was 

unzipped PySerial. Type  python setup.py install  (see 1.3.1.2 - 1.3.1.5).
1.3.2.3 You have to see something like this:



1.4 Installation of ZMEProgrammer software

1.4.1 Unzip folder with ZMEProgrammer to any folder on your computer.
1.4.2 Run cmd (see 1.3.1.2), go to folder where ZMEProgrammer was 

unzipped, type python ZMEProgrammer --help and press Enter. If all 
packages were successfully installed you have to see this

1.4.3 Then you have to set some significant parameters for production. For that 
type python ZMEProgrammer config and fill all constants that programmer will 
answer. Some of them are:

- Workstation number. Any number from 1 to 255 that identifies(unique) 
workstation in your office.

- Chip number. The LOT number of Z-Wave chips that was written on the 
packaging of them. 



2  ZMEProgrammer typical use cases 
ZMEProgrammer software can be used for flashing any 5 generation Z-Wave 

chips. It has some additional functionality to read back firmware from Z-Wave chips, 
dumping its NVR etc.

Software can be suitable on Linux/Mac OS/Windows with Sigma Designs 
programmer board or with Z-Wave.Me programmer board.

For all cases you have to run cmd (see 1.3.2.2) and go to ZMEProgrammer 
folder (see 1.3.2.3). Successfully operation must be like this(all steps is "OK" without 
any error messages):

Z-WAVE Programmer Tool
     by Z-WAVE>ME

Loading product "ZME_RU_UZB500"          ..............................                            
OK
          CSV Firmware "../../../fw500/UZB_500_5_1.hex"
Checking FW frequency:                   ..............................                    EU 
at 20e0
Patching FW frequency                    ..............................                            
OK
          CSV Frequecy "US"
Setting up "M25PE10" NVM model           ..............................                            
OK
          CSV CS "14"
          CSV VID "FFFF"
          CSV PID "FFFF"
          CSV UUID "FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF"
          CSV module: "ZM5101"
Opening production session               ..............................                            
OK
Loading calibration FW                   ..............................                            
OK
Openning port                            ..............................                            
OK
Requesting SW Vesion                     ..............................                            
OK
Prog enable                              ..............................                            
OK
Reading signature                        ..............................                            
OK
Reading NVR data                         ..............................                            
OK
Checking NVR data (production)           ..............................                            
OK
           
           NVR Content
          
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
          Prog/erase lock : FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF, Read back lock: 0
          Rev 1, Cal 7, TXCal 17 13, SAW 0D EB 7A 08, Pin 1, CRC 73 65
          NMV: CS 14, TYPE 02, SIZE 00 80, PSIZE 01 00 (EEPROM M25PE10)
          USB: VID FF FF, PID FF FF, UUID FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
          
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
          FACTORY ID: WEEK 3, YEAR 15, CHIP 27 80, SER 00 45, WS 2, CRC8 19
           
Chip erase                               ..............................                            
OK
Setting up write cycle                   ..............................                            
OK
Writing data                             ..............................                            
OK
Start calibration                        ..............................                            
OK



Release programmer                       ..............................                            
OK
Stop calibration                         ..............................                            
OK
Prog enable                              ..............................                            
OK
Reading SRAM                             ..............................    CCAL:80 TXCAL1:17 
TXCAL2:f
Checking calibration results(production) ..............................                            
OK
                                         ..............................           
           NVR Content
          
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
          Prog/erase lock : FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF, Read back lock: 0
          Rev 1, Cal 7, TXCal 17 0F, SAW 0D EB 7A 08, Pin 1, CRC 73 65
          NMV: CS 14, TYPE 02, SIZE 00 80, PSIZE 01 00 (EEPROM M25PE10)
          USB: VID FF FF, PID FF FF, UUID FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
          
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
          FACTORY ID: WEEK 3, YEAR 15, CHIP 27 80, SER 00 45, WS 2, CRC8 19
           
Chip erase                               ..............................                            
OK
Writing NVR data                         ..............................                            
OK
Reading NVR data                         ..............................                            
OK
Comparing NVR with target values         ..............................                            
OK
Setting up write cycle                   ..............................                            
OK
Writing data                             ..............................                            
OK
Checking State(1)                        ..............................                            
OK
Checking CRC                             ..............................                            
OK
Checking State(2)                        ..............................                            
OK
Lockbit8                                 ..............................                            
OK
Reseting chip                            ..............................                            
OK
Release programmer                       ..............................                            
OK
Finalizing production session            ..............................                            
OK
          

             Process was finished SUCCESSFULLY :)

Here is example of programmer operation that failed:

  Z-WAVE Programmer Tool
     by Z-WAVE>ME

Loading product "ZME_RU_UZB500"          ..............................                            
OK
          CSV Firmware "../../../fw500/UZB_500_5_1.hex"
Checking FW frequency:                   ..............................                    EU 
at 20e0
Patching FW frequency                    ..............................                            
OK
          CSV Frequecy "US"
Setting up "M25PE10" NVM model           ..............................                            
OK
          CSV CS "14"
          CSV VID "FFFF"
          CSV PID "FFFF"
          CSV UUID "FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF"



          CSV module: "ZM5101"
Opening production session               ..............................                            
OK
Loading calibration FW                   ..............................                            
OK
Openning port                            ..............................                            
OK
Requesting SW Vesion                     ..............................                            
OK
Prog enable                              ..............................                            
OK
Reading signature                        .............................. 

 ****    ****     ****      ****    ****    * 
 *       *   *    *   *    *    *   *   *   * 
 *       *   *    *   *    *    *   *   *   * 
 ****    ***      ***      *    *   ***     * 
 *       *  *     *  *     *    *   *  *      
 ****    *   *    *   *     ****    *   *   * 

Error  0: Bad chip signature! Code=
Finalizing production session            ..............................                            
OK
          

          *** ^                                            ^ ***
          *** | Process was finished with   1 ERROR(S)     | *** 

All errors will be marked with big logo "ERROR" that consists of stars symbols. In the 
end of output user can see summary count of errors and warnings or "Succefuly" 
mark.
 

In all cases we have full protocol of all input/output operations of 
ZMEProgrammer. Information about them is accumulating to file programmer-[day]-
[month]-[year].log (one file for one day) that located in the same folder with 
ZMEProgrammer.py. 

(!) You have to control size of these files because they can grow and fill all free 
space of your hard disk. It's highly recommended to archive these files every week 
and move it to another folder for further analysis.



You can see descriptions for all commands of programmer via command:
python ZMEProgrammer --help

It prints list of all possible commands. To see a help for specified command you 
have to type:

python ZMEProgrammer <command name> --help
For example to see all possible keys for command "prog" you have to type:

python ZMEProgrammer prog --help

2.1 Flashing Z-Wave chip

2.1.1 Flashing Z-Wave chip using predefined settings. 
 (!) It is highly recommended to use this approach for production tasks.

 
User can create special csv-file in which he defines products and base setting 

for them. Let's look at the example of that file:

# Product Name;FW 
file;Frequency;NVM;CS;VID;PID;UUID;CODE_PATCH;NVR_PATCH;LOCKBITS;MODULE
ZME_EU_UZB500;UZB_500_5_1.hex;EU;M25PE20;15;FFFF;FFFF;FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF;;
;;ZM5101
ZME_RU_UZB500;UZB_500_5_1.hex;RU;M25PE20;15;FFFF;FFFF;FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF;;
;;ZM5101 

ZME_JP_UZB500;UZB_500_5_1.hex;JP;M25PE20;15;FFFF;FFFF;FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF;;
;;ZM5101  



So, we have a csv-file, where data is separated with ";". It contains 11 columns.
First row contents names of columns. It was added only for visual purposes.
Every row contains these columns:

- Product Name. Name of product that we use to select a row. We can say 
that it's a primary key of the table. So we have to use unique values 
for them.

- FW file. Hex-file of firmware with relative path to it. Path must be located 
from csv-file directory. So,for example file UZB_500_5_1.hex 
located in the same directory with csv-file.

- Frequency. Frequency of the product. It must be one of EU, RU, US, IN, 
HK, CN, JP, IL, ANZ.

- NVM. Defines NVM chip of device. It must be one of AT25128, AT25256, 
AT25512, M25PE10, M25PE20, M25PE40, S25CM01.

- CS. Define chip select pin of device. For all devices with ZM5202 
modules it must be 04. See Sigma Designs documentation about 
NVR parameters.

- VID, PID, UUID. Defines USB PID,VID, UUID of device. All FF means 
that using Sigma Designs VID & PID. See Sigma Designs 
documentation about NVR parameters.

- CODE_PATCH;NVR_PATCH Strings that contains patches for code-
space or NVR-space. Typically they must be empty. For more 
details see python ZMEProgrammer prog --help 

(-phn & -phc keys)  See Sigma Designs documentation about 
NVR parameters to find NVR parameter addresses.

- LOCKBITS. Defines lockbits. For production they must be FF FF FF FF 
FF FF FF FF 00(or blank - they will be  FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
00 by  default)

- MODULE. Name of module that uses for device. This suitable for some 
extra constraints of the flashing process. Must be ZM5101 or 
ZM5202.

After we defined this file we can use it to specify a product for 
ZMEProgrammer. CSV-file was named firmwares.csv and was placed in the folder 
fw500 that was located near ZMEProgrammer. In that case calibration is enabled by 
default and process  Here is example:

python ZMEProgrammer prog -csv fw500\firmwares.csv -p ZME_EU_UZB500  -
d COM37 

(!) Be careful. In this mode software periodically (one time in a day) could ask user 
about the chip number. In that case user can type a new number of chip or simply 
press "Enter" key to avow previous value.  

2.1.2 Flashing Z-Wave chip with defined hex-file using default NVR-settings without 
callibration of the chip



For that purpose we have to use command  
python ZMEProgrammer prog -f <path to fwfile> -d <COMport>
Where 

<COMport> is COM-port name in your system in which connected programmer 
board
Example: 
python ZMEProgrammer prog -f C:\firmwares\UZB_500.hex -d COM37

2.1.3 Flashing Z-Wave chip with defined hex-file using default NVR-settings with 
callibration of the chip

For that purpose we have to use command  
python ZMEProgrammer prog -f <path to fwfile> -d <COMport> -c
Where 

<COMport> is port name in your system in which connected programmer board
-c    means "with callibration" 

Example: 
python ZMEProgrammer prog -f C:\firmwares\UZB_500.hex -d COM37 -c

2.2 Reading NVR from device.

In some cases we have to read NVR content. Typical use is:

python ZMEProgrammer nvr -d <COMport>

Example:
python ZMEProgrammer nvr -d COM37



3 Additional settings
3.1 Creating shortcuts for ZMEProgrammer commands in windows for fast using in 
production

3.1.1 Right click on ZMEProgrammer.py and select "Create shortcut" from 
popup menu



3.1.2 Open properties of shortcut



3.1.3 Edit "Target" property of file. Add any command suitable for 
ZMEProgrammer and before it write cmd \k
Example:

Shortcut that flashes product ZME_EU_UZB500.
Target: cmd \k  python ZMEProgrammer prog -csv 

fw500\firmwares.csv -p ZME_EU_UZB500  -d COM37 



3.1.4 Finally we can rename the shortcut and place it to the desktop (or to 
another suitable location in your system). Press "OK" on properties of shortcut. 
Go to Explorer and right click on the shortcut, select "Rename" from popup 
menu. For example it will be a shortcut for flashing UZB with EU frequency. So, 
we type "Flash and calibrate UZB_EU" and press Enter.




